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Abstract—Agriculture is one of the most famous case studies
in deep learning. Most researchers want to detect different
diseases at the early stages of cultivation to save the farmer's
economy. The deep learning technique needs more data to
develop an accurate system. Researchers generated more
synthetic data using basic image operations in traditional
approaches, but these approaches are more complicated and
expensive. In deep learning and computer vision, the system's
accuracy is the crucial component for deciding the system's
efficiency. The model's precision is based on the image's size and
quality. Getting many images from the real-world environment
in medicine and agriculture is difficult. The image augmentation
technique helps the system generate more images that can
replicate the physical circumstances by performing various
operations. It also prevents overfitting, especially when the
system has fewer images than required. Few researchers
experimented using CNN and simple Generative Adversarial
Network (GAN), but these approaches create images with more
noise. The proposed research aims to develop more data using a
Meta approach. The images are processed using kernel filters.
Different geometric transformations are passed as input to the
enhanced GANs to reduce the noise and create more fake images
using latent points, acting as weights in the neural networks. The
proposed system uses random sampling techniques, passes a few
processed images to the generator component of GAN, and the
system uses a discriminator component to classify the synthetic
data created by the Meta-Learning Approach.
Keywords—Basic image operations; meta-learning techniques;
generator; discriminator; synthetic data; sampling techniques;
latent points; kernel filters

I.

INTRODUCTION

Deep Learning algorithms are famous for solving case
studies related to medicine and agriculture. The efficiency of
the deep learning model depends on the selection of neural
network design. The process of defining the best estimators
for a network is coined "Hyper Turning." he system needs
more balanced and huge of data to estimate the proper
parameters that suit the network. It is highly impossible to
collect the real-time images from the farming lands using
digital cameras, and the collection of satellite images covers
the entire crop. However, it cannot provide individual leaf
analysis [19]. So, the agriculture industry needs a system that
can generate similar images covering controlled and

uncontrolled situations like blur leaf images due to heavy
wind effects, half leaf images due to the distance, and others.
The generation of similar images is known as "Data
Augmentation," and the data is known as “Synthetic Data.”
The previous researchers created synthetic data using basic
image manipulation techniques, GANs or Auto encoders and
decoders [10]. The number of images will increase using
manipulation techniques like transformation and rotation, but
they cannot produce uncontrolled images. Researchers have
introduced GANs and encoders over the past few years to
create compressed and noisy images so they can handle
uncontrolled conditions. However, due to single components
of GANs, they produce more noise than required. The
proposed system to reduce the number of noisy images and
enhance the quality of controlled images introduced a metaintelligent environment where the architecture is improved by
increasing the components of GAN, and these components
take the manipulated images rather than the original images
from the GAN. The proposed research generates images using
simple operations, as discussed below.
A. Basic Image Operations
Traditionally, to manipulate the images, researchers
performed Geometric transformations [18], which involve
rotations, flipping, resizing, shifting, zooming, cropping, and
noise operations. The system can also perform color space
transformations. Images are composed of RGB color
conventions but must be converted into grey-scale or other
color saturation values for efficient data processing. The
essential operations involve a kernel filter [16], extracting the
region of interest from the image using convolution neural
networks. The image is saved as a two-dimensional matrix,
and the filter does a dot product between the inputs and filter
layers and then adds the values to get a single value in each
location. Edge detection, image sharpening, and blurring
operations benefit from kernel filtering. The most recent
improvements are the random erasing technique to remove
pixels in an image by choosing a rectangular region based on
the likelihood determined by aspect and area ratios. The
Random Erasing technique is essential for image recognition,
object detection, and people re-identification. It can be used
on pre-trained models and easily combined with neural
networks [13]. The different types of image operations are
shown in Fig. 1.
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The algorithm will give the individual operations
augmented images, as shown in Fig. 2(a), and the combined
basic image operations are shown in Fig. 2(b).
Fig. 2(a) represents the individual operation on each
image, whereas the proposed system uses the "Data
Generator" module to apply different processes on the dataset
images. Fig. 2(b) represents five such figures as sample
output.

Fig. 1. Types of basic Image Operations.

1) Rotation: Rotation is the most straightforward
operation that can be applied to any image to change its
orientation. The rotation angle is expressed in degrees, ranging
from 0 to 360 clockwise[21].
2) Flipping: It is a variation in the rotational operation.
The transposition of row and column pixels is accomplished
using a flipping operation. Two types of flipping operations
can be carried out here. Horizontal and vertical flips may be
used, depending on the quality of the images.
3) Shearing: Shearing is moving pixels from one location
to another, either horizontally or vertically. The image's
dimensions remain unchanged. Only a few pixels will be
clipped off.
4) Cropping: The images generally have a region of
interest at different locations. Cropping the image at the
required area is the best operation to identify the location.
Since the proposed system is a classification model, the
model's output should be a subset of the entire image[17].
5) Zooming: When a system zooms in, the system can
either add new pixel values or interpolate existing ones. If we
take the value x as an example, the zoom will perform 1+x
and 1-x operations on the image pixels. It aids in the image's
standardized sampling.
6) Brightness or contrast: This operation can darken or
brighten an image. This operation primarily assists the model
in training the device in various conditions. The system may
use percentages to specify the minimum and maximum values.
The image is darkened if the value is less than 1.0 and
brightened if the value is more than 1.0.

B. Data Augmentation
Manually increasing the size of the image dataset is
complicated. Neural networks provide different "data
augmentation through GAN” [11], as shown in Fig. 3, to
simplify the process. The data augmentation can be performed
in either online mode or offline mode. This research
implements online augmentation techniques since the offline
[12] mode involves high memory usage, which is expensive
and time-consuming. In online data augmentation, images are
transformed randomly in different batches, and the model is
trained with more cases in each epoch.
The two design considerations for augmentations are
Train-time data augmentation to minimize generalization error
and test-time data augmentation to increase predictive
accuracy. The most critical operation to perform is resizing.
Resizing ensures that all images are the same size. Specific
pixel scaling and normalization operations can be carried out.

Rescale

Rotation

Horizontal Shift

Vertical Shift

Horizontal Flip
(a)

Zoom

The below section presents the algorithm in which all the
manipulation operations are randomly applied to the dataset's
images.
Algorithm: Basic Image Operations
Input: Load the tomato dataset from the data repository, T_Data
Output: Retransformed Images
1. for i in len(T_Data):
Resize_timageImageGenerator(T_Data,rescale=1/255).
2.
train_img_genImageDataGenerator(rotation_range=45,
width_shift_range=0.20, height_shift_range=0.25, horizontal_flip=
True, zoom_range=0.50)
3.
img_gentrain_img_gen.flow_from_directory(directory=path,batch
_size=32)
4. for img in img_gen:
imshow(img)

(b)
Fig. 2. (a) Individual basic Image Operations on Tomato Leaves, (b)
Combined basic Image Operations using Image Data Generator.

Fig. 3. GAN’s Classification.
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GAN technique provides adversarial preparation in critical
models where Gaussian noise is injected, and images are
transformed with worst-case perturbations [15], resulting in
incorrect results with high confidence values. It also includes a
neural style transferring technique that aids in the creation of
new images by blending them, mainly when the model
contains text or kinds. It employs two distinct distance roles,
one for identifying text differences and the other for
identifying style differences. In GANs, the generator takes a
fixed-length vector as input and gives a domain-specific
sample as output. Discriminator [14] takes the domain's
information and generates a binary value depending on the
prediction.
The entire paper organizes into five sections, where the
introduction discusses the techniques related to image
manipulation and data creation operations. The literature
review section focuses on the previous researchers'
methodologies and their merits and demerits. The literature
section and also represents the gaps in the earlier works by
analyzing the fallbacks associated with each method. The
proposed process initially defines the architectural difference
between the existing and proposed techniques. It also presents
the layered architecture of the discriminator component and
generator component. Finally, it describes the overall process
of creating the synthetic data to enhance the size of the data.
The result section describes how the accuracy of creating fake
and real images in every epoch is computed. It also proves
state-of-the-art compared with the other works mentioned in
the literature survey. The paper in the last section concludes
the piece by justifying the need for intelligent approaches to
enhancing data size and presents the future to design an
automated system for agriculture [21-24].
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Methodologies Implemented using Researchers
[1] Ahmed Ali et al. proposed a framework in which
GANs are integrated with CNN to classify mosaic virus in
tomato plants. The author increased the dataset size by
generating fake images stage by stage. This research's stages
are healthy, early, and late infection. Random noise and each
stage are passed as discriminators' inputs to generate synthetic
samples. In hidden layers, global pooling is applied to create
fake images almost nearer to the real images in the training
dataset. It generates 512 feature vector dimensions and is
passed as input to the discriminator to check its authenticity. If
the accuracy rate is low, it loops the entire process for that
particular image until it obtains a high accuracy rate. Finally,
the model takes these augmented images as input to the neural
network and performs multi-classification. CNN uses a 4layered architecture by taking the standard activation function
"ReLu" and standard optimizer "ADAM." This model
balanced the dataset by producing an equal number of images
in each stage.
In [2], Umit Atila et al. experimented with EfficientNet to
eliminate the problems caused by the ImageNet pre-trained
Model. The first step to improving efficiency is to perform the
uniform scaling operation in all directions along with uniform
translations and rotations. The uniform scaling factor is
measured by drawing the grid relation between neighboring

pixels. The obtained values act as the constraints based on
which a neural network is designed to predict the class labels
approximately. This research constructed inverted bottleneck
layers available in Mobilev2Net to generate the images based
on the expansion and contraction techniques. Transfer learning
replaces the last layers of the B5 model, with 16 layers of
MobileNet and four fully connected layers as a classifier. The
disadvantage of this model is that it initialized the learning
rate as 0.0001 but obtained an accuracy of 99.97%, which
means this model cannot learn the complex relationships
among the features.
In [3], Hongxia Deng et al. designed RHAC_GAN using
the hidden variable mechanism to increase the dataset size
because the collection of small data would not make many
effects and would not get better results by using the CNN
algorithm. Traditional approaches used image rotation,
increased image brightness, and many other factors to solve
this problem. Even these cannot help collect extensive data,
which results in less accuracy. In the case of agriculture, it
needs a large amount of data to identify the disease; however,
due to insufficient data collected, even the best method, CNN,
cannot give the best results. For the more extensive data
collection, they proposed an ACGAN method that takes the
generated images and divides them into parts to visualize the
disease better. The hidden parameters in this model aim at
low-frequency parameters in the image and show it as the
disease-affected place.
In [4], Yang Wu et al. implemented an Adversarial VAE
encoding mechanism for increasing the number of tomato leaf
images in the dataset. Traditional VAE is extended by
replacing the single scaling component with a multi-residual
member for generating different scaling images in different
directions. It is not easy to extract and train the parameters in
the model, so the system needs a generalized learning
environment and the labels associated with images. In this
Model, GAN is integrated with the encoder in stage 1 to create
compressed images as a dummy dataset. In stage 2 decoder is
attached to reconstruct by creating latent space variables.
Usage of the mean pre-processing technique helps the model
enhance the dimension from 128 to 256 during the encoding
process. The downsampling of neural networks helps the
model create a scale block using reduced mean operation.
In [5], Amreen Abbas et al. designed conditional GAN
using a transfer learning technique on nine diseases. The
model uses a generator of CGAN to create augmented images
using three layers. One of the three layers is implemented
using an embedded pairing mechanism, consisting of a series
of flatten and dropout layers. The advantage of CGAN lies in
the fast creation of enhanced images by learning
approximately seven lakhs of training parameters, and all the
images are labeled from 0 to 9. In the next phase, the
augmented images are merged with DenseNet using max
pooling and average pooling layer alternately to minimize the
number of features in every layer. A fine-tune layer is attached
to the pre-trained network, which helps adjust weights
optimally and perform the hyper tuning.
In [6], Jashraj Karnik et al. used a new way of
classification called YOLOv3. KNN, K-means, and SVM did
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the data classification in the olden days. However, with the
help of YOLOv3, it would be better and more accessible.
They had proposed four ways for the farmers to understand
the problem. Pre-processing, data augmentation, classification,
and intersection over union have been done. The farmers who
lived far away would face a problem identifying the disease.
Moreover, with the help of deep learning and AI, they can
only identify the disease in the early stage. All farmers who do
not know which plant to have or not and what fertilizers to use
were also present in the AI, which would help the farmers
increase their growth. YOLOv3 would work in 2 ways:
classifying the leaves and the disease. This way, the output
would be given to the CNN, identifying the disease. In their
proposed AI, they would recognize the disease and help the
farmers take the next step that would help them increase their
growth.
In [7], Aaditya Prasad et al had implemented a two-step
machine learning model for better accuracy for low- and highfidelity pictures. Here they used UAV images. The two data
collectors were used to reduce the imbalance in the high
fidelity. One was a data generator, and the other was
modeling, and each of these elements had two-step for
identification and classification. This model identifies the
affected region and captures high-definition images for better
understanding and classification. The second phase deals with
the technical method for proletarian revolution: synthetic crop
images in data generators.
In [8], using MATLAB, Bhattacharya developed a method
based on CNN. The rapid investigation and diagnosis of plant
illnesses can help manage disease development on various
crops, enhancing harvest growth and yield. Apply image
analysis and deep learning approaches to automatically
discover acceptable features for differentiating the different
types of plant disease to make the system efficient. The author
introduced the method called convolution neural network
architecture. This deep learning technique autonomously
categorized three types of wheat leaf disease detection (fungal
blight, blasting, and black mark) inside this study [25-28].
They have created a technique for recognizing normal and
diseased plants from a batch of 1000 rice plants during the
classification stage.
In [9], Guo et al. proposed a method based on RPN
integrated with image Segmentation. This work provides a
deep learning-based statistical equation for plant disease
diagnosis and identification that increases the accuracy,
flexibility, and training effectiveness. Its region proposal
network is used to identify and locate the affected parts in the
plants. So therefore, Chan–Vese (CV) method segments the
image to find the illness attribute. Lastly, the separated leaves
were fed into a transferring learning model, developed on a
dataset containing diseased leaves inside a simplified
environment. This prototype is also tested for brown rot,
fungal disease, and rust disease. This analysis shows an
accuracy of 83.57 percent, which is greater than the best way
to minimize the disease impact on food production and
promote agriculture's long-term sustainability. As a result, the
deep learning methodology suggested in the research has a lot

of potential in smart agriculture, environmental regulation,
and agricultural output.
B. Comparison Analysis
Table I coins all the methodologies presented in the above
section with their advantages and limitations to identify the
gaps associated with each methodology to solve the problems
efficiently.
TABLE I.
S.No

1

Author
Name

Algorithms
Used

Merits

Demerits

Ahmed
Ali

GANs
integrated
with CNN

Since the model
produces images
stage by stage, it
can productively
increase the size
of the dataset.

To increase the
accuracy rate for
each image, it
iterates in loops,
which makes the
system expensive.

EfficientNet

Because of the
inverted layer
architecture,
more similar
images are
generated at a
low cost by
reducing the
generation
cycles from k*k
to k.

It has hardware
limitations because
of which it can
perform only
binary
classification. So,
plants with
multiple diseases
cannot be predicted
using this model.

RAHC-GAN

Used for a large
amount of data.

Have to explore
more data to
maintain high
value and accuracy

AVE

The architecture
with complete
dense layers
helps the model
to train the
system with

The model requires
a large amount of
annotation data to
identify the correct
labels for each
image

The model needs
retraining to work
with compressed
images efficiently.

Rotational image
identification is
complex.

2

Umit
Atila

3

Hongxia
Deng

4

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF EXISTING APPROACHES

Yang
Wu

5

Amreen
Abbas

CGAN using
transfer
learning

Usage of finetuned layers in
DenseNet
improves the
multiclassification
rate without
overfitting.

6

Karnik

CNN

Here a pixel
identification
has been made

7

Aaditya
Prasad

GAN

8

Bhattach
arya

CNN using
MATLAB

Guo

RPN and
Image
Segmentation,
SVM

9

Had two steps
approach for
classification
and
identification
Image-based
classification
has been done
Here migration
learning model
is used to
identify the
diseased leaf.

Had to increase the
accuracy and
classification
model
Pre-trained the
model based on
size.
Iteration
calculation is
significantly less
when compared to
other algorithms.
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C. Research Gaps Identified and Solutions to Solve them
1) Most existing systems cannot produce good images
using the basic operations because they are costly and cannot
simulate real-world conditions.
2) Usage of CNN will complicate the model because the
direct conversion of the image into a matrix will increase the
training time.
3) Traditional GANs use the MNIST dataset to regenerate
the images. We need to use 2-layered architecture to extract
simple 28*28 images, which produce noisy images as fake
images.
So, in the proposed research, instead of 3-layered
architecture, the model presents a 4-layered Enhanced Cyclic
GAN to extract the features from the image and reconstruct it
as early as possible. To overcome the problem of the noisy
image, the model initially performs pre-processing using
kernel filters, and a few images are constructed using the basic
image manipulations. These pre-processed and manipulated
images are passed as input to Enhanced Cyclic GAN to create
the synthetic data. This process is known as the "MetaLearning Technique," as shown in Fig. 4.

images by replacing each pixel with the median of
neighboring pixels. The main advantage of the median filter
lies in its edge preservation and removing the spikes.
B. Discriminator
GAN works as a classifier to distinguish real and fake
images. Real images are positive points, and counterfeit
images are negative points. The discriminator gets input from
training samples and the generator component of the GAN.
The working of this component is based on conditional
probability; this component calculates the chance for an image
authenticity. The discriminator has associated loss functions
because the system has accuracy in classifiers. The GAN
structure imposes a penalty for misclassification. This
component reduces the penalty by adjusting the latent points
through the backpropagation technique. The primary focus of
the loss function is to analyze the difference between sample
distribution among real and fake images. The proposed
research designed the layers in the discriminator component,
as shown in Fig. 7.
C. Generator
It acts as a creative tool to generate fake images to mislead
the discriminator in the classification process by maximizing
the penalty and taking the feedback from the above
component. Creating a random sample image induces noise as
input and then converts it into necessary output. In the GAN
structure, the training of the generator is the most crucial part,
so the noise is converted into vector space. This space should
be balanced by reducing one component and increasing
another component's performance. During the training
process, using the cross-entropy mechanism, GANs use the
min-max loss function as shown in equation (1).

Fig. 4. Operations in Meta Intelligent Image Augmentation Process.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
Using machine learning and deep learning techniques,
several Research Scholars and Scientists are constantly
working on various plant diseases to improve production
quality. These researchers used the PlantVillage dataset [20]
to obtain plant images under controlled conditions. The use of
computer vision and deep learning techniques have resulted in
high-accuracy systems for detecting plant diseases
automatically. The images of the dataset are presented in
Fig. 5. Image augmentation creates new images in different
scenarios using the existing images and applying popular deep
learning techniques. The proposed paper discusses the various
image augmentation techniques applied to the tomato plant's
dataset from the PlantVillage open source. It also suggests the
best method to use the data augmentation by comparing the
performance evaluation metrics.

Target Spot

Mosaic Virus

Early Blight

Healthy

Fig. 5. Original Dataset Images of Different Diseases of Tomato.

A. Pre-Processing
The best solution for solving the random and uneven noise
is to apply filters to the images. Analyzing the dataset makes it
clear that most of the images have salt and pepper noise. The
proposed research used a median filter to reduce these noises
and obtained the results shown in Fig. 6(b).
In Fig. 6(a), the original image contains more disturbances
due to signal fluctuations. The median filter smoothens the

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. (a): Original Image, (b): Filtered Image.
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Fig. 7. Layers Design in Discriminator Module.

𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑀𝑎𝑥_𝐶𝐺𝐴𝑁_𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 =
𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑_𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙(log(𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟(𝑋)) +
𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑_𝐹𝑎𝑘𝑒(log(1 − 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟(𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟(𝑌)))- (1)

Where

Discriminator(X) analyzes the probability associated with
the real images.
Generator(Y) analyzes the probability associated with the
fake images along with the noise.
The summary evaluation of the layered architecture of the
generator component is represented in Fig. 8.

D. Enhanced Cyclic Generative Adversarial Networks
In practice, GANs act as a tool to generate a fake image by
analyzing the sample distribution of the real image. GANs
should be designed with the help of two components. One is a
generator to take care of modifications in the real images, and
the other is a discriminator that focuses on the wrong
assumptions made by the model in the identification process.
The basic element needed by any GAN to generate fake
images is "noise" to generate different variations in images.
However, GANs can accept only random noise or probability
distribution. In reality, GAN acts as a mapping function
between two different dimensional spaces. Designing a good
model requires the dimensionality of sample space to map
with latent space. Otherwise, the model may lose all the
essential properties in the classification process based on the
distance. In general, to convert 1D into 2D, the traditional
Vanilla GAN tries to analyze the Gaussian distribution among
the random samples, but the model fails after a few training
epochs. The proposed research defined the latent space
dimension as 100, as the traditional GANs cannot support high
dimensional conversion, and also, the dataset consists of
images of multiple diseases. Hence, the model needs a GAN
that can convert one domain to another, which is the basic
phenomenon of the consistent cyclic GAN. CGAN consists of
two generators and two discriminators, each consisting of 3
layers of CNN in each component, as shown in Fig. 9.
The proposed research modifies the existing 3-layered
architecture of GANs into 4-layered architecture (shown in
Fig. 10), with a single generator and discriminator, shown in
Fig. 10.

Fig. 8. Summary Evaluation Report of Generator Component.

Fig. 9. Existing Architecture of Cycle GAN.
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d.img_fake,
label_fakegenerate_fake_images(model_generator,latent_dspace,
bperepoch/2)
e.
d_lossmodel_discriminator.train_on_batch(img_real,
label_real, img_fake, label_fake)
f.
img_gangenerate_latent_points(latent_dspace,batch_size)
g. label_gannp.ones((batch_size,1))
h.
g_lossmodel_enhanced_CGAN.train_on_batch(img_gan,label_gan
)

In binary machine learning algorithms, the class labels will
be either 0 or 1, but in GANs, the class labels are assigned as 1, 0, and 1 due to Gaussian distribution. In GANs, the latent
space tries to identify the region of interest by performing
addition and subtraction operations, i.e., finding the
compressed image of the original image by acting as the
hidden layer. Each latent space is associated with latent points,
which are used to assign random values initially with a
discriminator's help. Later, these values are updated through
the generator component.
Fig. 10. Complete MI-Leaf GAN Architecture for the Synthetic Data
Creation.

Algorithm for MI-Leaf GAN:
Input: T_DataLoad the Pre-processed Images of Tomatoes from
the repository
Data: Generates more number of augmented images
Begin:
1. Initialize latent_dspace with 100
2. model_discriminatorcall enhanced_discriminator()
3. model_generatorcall enhanced_generator(latent_dspace)
4.
model_enhanced_CGANcall
enhanced_CGAN(model_generator,model_discriminator)
5.
Call
train_enhanced_model(model_generator,
model_discriminator,
model_enhanced_CGAN,
T_Data[0],latent_dspace)
6. decisioncall generate_latent_points()
7. fake_imgmodel.predict(decision)
8. Plot the images
End
Pseudocode for Enhanced Discriminator using Sequential
Network:
1. Resize the input image to k (where k defines the size as 128)
2. Define four convolution layers of size k/2
3. Define 4 LeakyReLu layers with αn 0.2
4. Add a Flatten layer
5. Add dropout layer to normalize with threshold value as 0.4
6. Add a fully connected layer with sigmoid as an activation function
7. Compile the Model by defining the optimizer, learning rate, loss
function, and accuracy

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Meta Intelligent Leaf GAN designed using a single
discriminator and generator with a constant number of neurons
in the hidden layers produces the fake images, as shown in
Fig. 11. Since the proposed research uses online data
augmentation techniques, these are stored in Google drive for
further access.
Fig. 12 shows the accuracy produced by the GAN structure
at a different number of epochs. The number of epochs is set
to 35000, and the model exhibited an output of 400 epochs as
a sample. Similarly, the model can also plot the accuracy rate
for the fake images.
To train the GAN structure, the model initially defines the
latent space with 100 dimensionalities, and then the preprocessed images are passed as input to the GAN. The
proposed model computes the loss functions for both
components. Fig. 13 presents a sample output for a single
iteration with the corresponding accuracy of real and fake
images.

Pseudo code for Training of Enhanced Model
1. Set up number of batches in each epoch i.e., bperepoch as number
of images per number of batches
2. Initialize number_of_epochs as “35000”
3. a. for i in number_of_epochs:
b.for j in bperepoch:
c.
img_real,
label_realgenerate_real_images(T_Data,bperepoch/2)
Fig. 11. Synthetic Images Created using MI-GAN.
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TABLE III.

Fig. 12. Accuracy for Generating Real Images at Different Epochs.

EVALUATION METRICS

Algorithm

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1-Score

CNN Integrated GAN

97

90

85

87

Feature Fusion

78.8

73

76

74.5

CNN

97.1

90

85

88

RPN for Image Segmentation
and GAN

83.5

80

80

80

RAHC-GAN

93.28

85.1

89

87

MI-GAN

99.29

96

98

97

The visualization graph of the Table III analysis is
presented in Fig. 14, where the X-axis represents the
algorithm's name and the Y-axis represents the measurement
scale. The proposed system has performed accurately in all
metrics. So, the state-of-the-art for the proposed system is
achieved.

Fig. 13. Loss Function Computation for GAN.
Fig. 14. Metrics Evaluation Analysis.

To date, many researchers worked on different GAN
structures. Most of the problems faced are either due to noise
or complexity of the design rather than random noise. The first
traditional GAN was developed for the MNIST dataset. For
28*28 images, they have used two generators and
discriminators with three layers each. Similarly, Table II
represents the other mechanisms with the corresponding
accuracy and proves that the proposed model has achieved
good accuracy and simple architecture.
From Table II, the GAN approach has crossed
approximately 90% out of the traditional CNN and GAN. So
the proposed system enhanced the GAN technique using meta
intelligent concept and reached 99.29%, which is
approximately a 2.29% improvement from previous
approaches. Accuracy alone cannot be stated as state of the
art. So in Table III, the model presents other metrics of
learning approaches.
TABLE II.
Reference
Number
[1]

ACCURACY ANALYSIS BETWEEN EXISTING AND PROPOSED
GAN
Algorithm

Accuracy

CNN Integrated GAN

97

[3]

Feature Fusion

78.80

[5]

CNN

97.1

[7]

RPN for Image Segmentation and GAN

83.5

[9]

RAHC-GAN

93.28

Proposed Work

MI-GAN

99.29

V. CONCLUSION
It is complicated to label every image from the live
capturing. It is difficult to predict the type of disease using
unsupervised algorithms like clustering. So, the model should
develop a classification system where data labeling is
mandatory. In a real-time environment, the conditions are
uncontrolled. The method may face problems like labeling
disease datasets, addressing the data imbalances, and
overfitting because of the size of diagnostic clues, which are
smaller than in the real-world scenario. The system also
suffers from overfitting because it takes many computations to
select and apply possible geometric transformations.
Designing a GAN structure for high dimensionality images is
challenging because the standard MNIST uses three-layered
architecture for simple 28*28 size images. If the size
increases, the number of layers get increased, and the model
becomes complicated. So, by designing a good policy schema,
like Meta Intelligent Leaf GAN, the auto augmentation
process can efficiently improve the accuracy where the
enhanced GAN model uses an integrated filter. The MI Leaf
GAN modules generate more training data because the system
addresses the overfitting problem that occurs due to basic
image operations. Fig. 13 shows that accuracy is more
accurate for the proposed research in generating fake images
and successfully fooling the discriminator after performing
more epochs. Even though the size of the images is vast, the
model considered is more significant than standard GAN; it
was designed only in four layers to complete the task.
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